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Washable computer paper now available in the US 
 

Farmville, VA -- The act of recycling paper will soon be transformed from tossing paper into a 
container into washing the paper for reuse. This innovation in recycling is made possible through 
the washable paper products that were introduced to the United States on Wednesday, March 20, 
2019, by Winning Washable Paper Company located in Farmville, VA. 
 
A package of 100 sheets of Winning Washable Paper costs $12.99. There is no additional sponge 
or cleaning solution associated with the washable paper. Once the washable paper is ready to be 
reused, it should be rinsed with warm water for ten seconds and laid flat to dry. Depending on 
the temperature of the room, it takes approximately 10-20 seconds to dry before it can be reused. 
One sheet of Winning Washable Paper can be used up to 25 times. Once the sheet of paper has 
been used 25 times, it can be recycled like traditional copy/printer paper. Winning Washable 
Paper is sold in white and a selection of neon and pastel colors.  
 
“Washable paper not only benefits the environment but is favorable to the budget of residential 
communities because it lowers the number of tax funds spent on paper products in schools, as 
well as the amount of gas used for the recycling equipment,” says CEO of Winning Washable 
Paper Company Mark Winn.  
 
Winning Washable Paper Company has just created a brand new copy/printer paper with college 
students and office workers in mind. This new paper is washable: therefore, it can used again and 
again! This is a way to save money while also helping the environment. As a result of research 
conducted by Winning Washable Paper Company, college students spend over $100 a semester 
purchasing computer paper. Businesses spend nearly $500 every month purchasing computer 
paper for their offices and office workers. This is money that can be put to other uses if 
businesses and college students switch to Winning Washable Paper.  
 
Winning Washable Paper Co. is currently running a promotion that gives customers who buy 
their computer paper within the next 20 days a 20% discount off of their purchase. 
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